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am
The relationship between ms ac-
tivity from the Cl‘ nuscle and II-‘o
of Danish vowels was invatigated.
The results show a positive
correlation: The cr activity rise
inavowelwithahighern‘o
starts. earlier and has a higher
overall amplituie than in a vowel
with a lower IFO. A subset of data
was carpared to data from an iden-
tical material recorded earlier
from the same subjects. Both sets
show the positive correlation
described above. The following
oonclusims are drawn: 'Ihe cr
nuscle is an important factor in
controlling IFO, and the reprodu-
cability of DB data is high.

1. mm
It . is well known that the
fundamental frequency- (F0) of
vowels is correlated with m1
quality: other things being equal,
high vowels tend to have a higher
F0 than low vowels. 'Ihis pime-
non, which is known as intrinsic
fundamental frequency (IFO), has
been reported in mmerws in-
vestigations. Various theories
have been advanced to explain IFO;
for a detailed survey see
Silveman [6]. ’Ihe generally
aœeptedfileoryisbasedmfize.
assumption that an increased
tongue pull during the
articulation of high vowels may
give rise to an increased vertical
Ërlîsion in the vocal folds, Gala

Most theories have explained IFO
as a passive influence frun
articilatim. Very recent data,

however, point in the direction
of a nervous control, more
specifically that the urino-
thyroid (CI') nuscle seats to be
an important factor in the
control of IFO. Bmda [2] and
Vilkman et al. [7] fund a
positive correlation behoeen peak
values of Cl‘ activity and 1T0.
Dyhr [1] observed an earlier and
steeper cr activity rise in high
vwels than in lad vowels. It was
impossible to determine mether
the cr activity was the result of
a synergistic relationship
between cr and other nuscles, or
whether it was a planned cmtrol
Of IFo.
The purpose of the present
investigaticn is: 1) To look into
the relationship between CI‘
activity and IFo in a large set
of Danish vowels, in both
strœsed and unstrssed posi-
ticns. 2) 'lb cmpare a subset of
data to data im an identical
material recorded at an earlier
sessrcn.

2.11m
2.13ùjecl3anilhta'ial
'mesubjectsmaxefanaleam
fanfmles, allphoneticiansani
“atBsPeakersofDanish.
The material corsisted of the
followingDanishvwels: [issu
o:u]insertedinmsersewords
of the type fVf'V, with
identical vowels in each syl-
13b18:and[i:a: u:] insertedin
muralmrdsofthetypecwuo.
'metestwrdswereelbeddedin
carrier sentences andwereread
infumdifferentrammiutim.
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2.2 “dings
The electromyographic (EMG)
recordings took place at the
Dept. of Clinical Neurophy-
siolOQY. Copenhagen University
Hospital, Denmark, using Disa
Electzmedical mimant. 'Ihe En;
signals were collected fran pars
recta of the cr muscle, via
mit: bipolar needle elec-
trodes (Dantec Electronics, type
13L51, 20 m). The insertion was
performed by Dr. S. Fex, Lund
University Hospital, Sweden, and
was made percutareously. 'Ihe
correct electrode position was
controlled by a series of tests
such as swallowing, high/low and
gliding tones, and glottal
closure. Elbe acoustic signal was
registered by an aoceleraneter
(Brüel & Kjær, type 4375), taped
directly to the skin above the
larynx. The BIG and acoustic
signals were recorded on an m
tape recorder, 30 ips. 'me
recordings were monitored
ocntimmsly via an oscilloscope.

2.3 DataAmsis
'me an signals were rectified
and integrated, with an integra-
tion time of 25 ms. The filtering
was done in accordance with the
results fran Rischel s Butters
[5]. lbs F0 analysis was carried
out on an F-J. Electronics
Fundamental Frequency Meter.
Physiological and acoustic
signals were sampled and
averaged. Data were sampled
thrugh an eight-dIannel multi-
plexed analog-to—digital
converter omtrolled by a real

'timeclods'mesanplimtodc
place with a 1.25 sec. windm at
a sanpling fremency of 200 Hz.
Data am results were diwlayed
‘magragnic terminal.

3.“
'n'zeræutsarebasedmvisual
irspectimofaveragenœandro
m.'meaverageishasedœ
at least six repetitions. 'me
individualairvaweremrefully
mined before averaging, and
moftimwereindisagreerent
wimuwefinalresultsshownin

theaverage an'væ.
In order to correlate a nuscle
action with the rsultant effect
the musole activity must be
shifted forward in time emparer!
to the actual event. 'mis is
because it takes sane time for
the nuscle to contract after
being innervated, primarily due
to electroduenical transmissim
and inertia. In the present data
this so-œlled time lag was
measured fran the EMS activity
peak to the min; F0 peak
m the individual curves before
averaging. The time lag varied
between 60-110 ms. In the
following description and
discussion compensation has been
made for this time lag.

3.1Ir0
For all subjects there is a
correlation between vowel height
andIFo, sudithat ahighervowel
has a higher IFO than a lower
vowel. This difference is most

in second pretonic position. The
order of the vowels fran high to
low IFO is identical to data
reported earlier for Danish,
Reinholt Petersen [4]. In
stressed position two subjects
have [u] clearly higher than [1],
whereas the ræt of the subject's
hardly have any difference
between the two.

3.2 crnsclepctivity
'mo subjects show a positive
correlation between CI' activity
and IFO for each—step in vowel
height in both stressed and
unstressed vowels. Two subjects
have the same results in stressed
vowels, but for the urstz'essed
vowels there is a positive
oorrelatim only between high and
low vowels. The fifth subject
stms a positive correlation in
stressed vowels only, and only
when the vowels are separated by
two or more steps in vowel height.
The observed IFO difference
between [i] and [u] is clearly
reflected in the cr activity. 'Ihe
general picture is that the cr
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activity rise related to a vowel
with a higher II-‘o starts earlier
and has a higher overall anplitude
than inavcwelwiflaalwerIFo,
see figure 1.
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Figue 1. Cmparison of extracts
frcm superinposed average CI‘ and
F0 curves from sentencæ contai-
ning the nonsense wards [fifif'i]
(broken lines) and [fefef'e]
(solid lines) fran the same
subject. The line-up points
(2,1,0) are the onset of the
secmd pretonic (2), the first
pretonic (1), and the stræsed
vowel (0). Notice that the IFo
differencæ between [i] [e] are
reflected in the cr curves in such
a way that the cr activity riss
earlier and has a higher overall
anplitude in [1] than in [e].

Data from [1: æ: u:] arecornpared
to data from an identical
mataial recorded at an earlier
session by the same subjects,
Dyhr [1]. However, the m;
activity was then recorded frcm
the pars oblique of the cr muscle
by nears of bipolar heated-wire

electmdæ. Both sets of data
show the positive correlation
between Cl‘ activity and Nb
described above, see figure 2.

4 W
The rsults indicate that the cr
muscle plays an important part in
the actual of IFO in vowels.
am a caudal (an be explained
intwoways: Itmaybetheby-
product of a synergistic rela-
ticrship between the CI‘ mscle
and other larynx nuscl- and/or
the muscles responsible for
shaping the vocal tract for the
differentvcwels, oritmaybea
specific, planned control of Ira.
A possible atplanetion of a
planned cmtrol could be that IFo
differences are inportant to
speed: perception, silverman [6].
'me ræults also inply that the
pars recta and pars oblique of
the CI‘ muscle are physiologically
identical even if they are
anatanicelly separated (at the
nanar: further invatigation is
being carried out on this
matter). Apart from sane discon-
fort while swallowing, the use of
bipolar concentz'ic needle elec-
trodes was a succæs. The inser-
tion and adjustment of electrode
position was easy. The fixation of
the needle electrodes was sur-
prisingly stable, and the EM;
signals were less problenatic
than the ones collected via
hooked-wire electrodes and were
oasequently 15s caxplicated to
filtrate. men with different re-
gistraticn methods the reproduc-
ability of the m; data was gh.
'mis implies that m: is also
reliable tool when applied to tiny
mscles as found in the speed
apparatus.

5 mm
The following conclusions are
drawn: 1) 'ihe cr wscle is an
important factor in cumming
the II-‘o in vowels. Whether this is
the result of a synergistic rele-
timShiP between larynx and other
11150195 or a planned cmtrol of
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Pigmez. Carparisonofsiperinposedaveragecrardrocnrvesfran
sentences containing the natural words [s'izla] (m lines) am
[s'æzla] (solid lines) fran the same subject..'me line-up point (o) is
themsetofthestressedvowels, theoffsetsarenerkedwithva‘tical

broken/solid lines. A: 'Ihe EM; signal is recorded fran pars oblique of
the CI‘ nuscle via bipolar hooked-wire electrodes. B: The ac signal is
recorded frun pars recta of the cr nuscle via bipolar concentric needle
electrodes. Notice that the IFO differanes are reflected in the cr
oxvæinsuchawaythatthecractivityriserelatedtothehigh

vowelstartsearlierarfihasahigheroverall anpliuxiethanwhen
related to the low vowel.

reprodlmbility of HG date is
high, even when different re-
gistration munis are used.
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